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ABSTRACT

First impressions are critical to professional interactions especially in the context of employment interviews. This work
investigates connections between linguistic content and first
impressions in job interviews and the structure of ten soft skills
and overall impressions. Towards this, we transcribe 169 roleplayed job interviews conducted at a hospitality school and
analyze the linguistic content using off-the-shelf software. To
understand the structure of the soft skill impressions, we conduct a principal component analysis. We then develop methods
to automatically infer impressions using verbal and nonverbal
features and their combination. Results indicate low predictive power of verbal cues for overall impression (R2 = 0.11).
Combined verbal and nonverbal cues explain up to 34% of
variance, a marginal improvement over R2 = 0.32 using only
nonverbal cues. The use of principal components reveals a
major component associated to overall positive and negative
impressions that when used as labels for supervised learning
results in a regression performance of R2 = 0.41.
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INTRODUCTION

Job interviews are ubiquitous and the impact of nonverbal
behavior (NVB) on job interview outcomes has been studied
in psychology [1] and social computing [16, 13]. Nonverbal communication is known to play an important role in the
outcome of negotiations [6], leadership [20], hirability [16],
cohesion [9] up to certain levels. Verbal communication is
also an important aspect of communication. This paper studies connection between spoken words and first impressions
in the context of job interviews for hospitality students in a
multi-sensor environment equipped with Kinect devices and
microphone arrays.
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First impressions are critical in the context of hospitality. First
impressions are the mental image one forms about someone
after a first encounter [11]. In the context of job interviews,
these initial judgments can influence whether a candidate is
hired or not. While NVB is an established channel of communication on which first impressions are formed [11], research
in social psychology also shows that choice of words while
speaking and writing reveal aspects of a person’s identity [5]
and thus potentially influence first impressions. Words people
use provide cues to their thought processes, emotional states,
intentions, and motivations [24]. For example, analysis of
verbal content has shown that people tend to use positive emotion words (e.g., love, nice, sweet) when describing or writing
about a positive event, and more negative emotion words (e.g.,
hurt, ugly, nasty) when writing about a negative event.
Research in fields of psychology and hospitality has relied on
time-consuming manual labeling of behavior by trained experts. The ubiquitous availability of sensors and audio visual
analytic techniques facilitate the automatic analysis of interactions. Previous literature investigates the role of words in a
number of settings like video blogs [3, 21] and group meetings
[22]. Using a dataset of YouTube video blogs, the work in
[3] showed that verbal cues outperformed nonverbal cues in
predicting three of the Big-Five personality traits. Similarly, it
was shown that use of verbal cues and keyword analysis could
predict perception of leadership during group meeting [22].
In the context of workplaces, some recent studies have suggested the feasibility of using linguistic content for predicting
hirability [14, 4]. The work in [14] reported that their framework, trained on college students, detected the use of We
instead of I, and the use of less fillers and more unique words
as having links to positive impression. Similarly, the work in
[4] reported improved prediction of expert scores using verbal
content from LIWC in addition to a Doc2Vec method.
In this work, we investigate the role of verbal content in the
inference of soft skills impressions in job interviews for young
hospitality students. To this end, we extract verbal cues from
169 job interview transcripts. We analyze the relationship
between extracted verbal cues and impressions of professional,
communication and social skills through correlation analysis.
We also perform a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [25]
on the annotated ratings of these social variables. The motivation of using PCA is to capture ( in a few components) the
variance of impressions that are mutually correlated. We then
define a regression task to infer the overall impression scores
and other skill variables by utilizing the extracted verbal and

Professional

Skill Type
Social Variable
{ICC(2,k)}

Motivated
(motiv)
0.52

Competent
(compe)
0.56

Social
Hardworking
(hardw)
0.54

Sociable
(socia)
0.57

Overall
Impression

Communication

Enthusiastic
(enthu)
0.68

Positive
(posit)
0.60

Communicative
(commu)
0.60

Concise
(consi)
0.55

Persuasive
(persu)
0.69

ovImp
0.73

Table 1: Intra class correlation (ICC) of the annotated variables for the job interview data corpus.
nonverbal cues. We find that the projection of the skill impressions onto the first principal component, which corresponds to
the positive or negative general assessment of the candidates,
can be inferred with R2 = 0.41.

minimum of 358 and a maximum of 2587 words. In aggregate,
the corpus comprised of 1690 minutes of interviews (mean
duration: 10 minutes).

DATA CORPUS

FEATURE EXTRACTION

Data Collection

Verbal Cues

In this study, we use a dataset of 169 dyadic interactions in a
job interview setting, previously collected by our group [13].
This corpus was then transcribed manually for analysis. The
interviews were structured (each interview followed the same
sequence of questions), thus making it possible to compare
results across subjects. Structured interviews are one of the
most valid tools for personnel selection [8]. The interviews
were conducted by research assistants, and were recorded
synchronously using two Kinect cameras (one for each protagonist) at 30 frames per second. Audio was recorded at 48kHz
using a microphone array placed at the center of the table. A
detailed description of the data collection can be found in [13].

The job interview transcripts were processed to extract lexical
features with the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC)
[19], a software package widely used in social psychology [5]
and social computing [3, 22] to extract verbal content. This
tool was developed based on research in social psychology
with an aim to link linguistic and para-linguistic categories to
various psychological constructs. The English dictionary of
LIWC is composed of 4, 500 words and word stems, while the
French dictionary contains 39, 164 words. Each word in the
interview transcript is looked up in the dictionary, and in case
of a match the appropriate word category (out of 71 categories)
is incremented. It must be noted that in LIWC, words can
be assigned to more than one category at a time. After an
interview transcription is processed, LIWC divides the count
of categories by the total number of words in the document.
Since LIWC is designed to process raw text, transcripts were
not pre-processed.

Annotations of Impression

The dataset was annotated for various social variables such
as overall impressions, personality, as well as professional,
communication and social skills [13]. To obtain impressions,
the first two minutes (thin slices) of the interview were rated
using a 7-point scale by five raters, who were masters student
in psychology. The use of thin slices is common in psychology
[17]. The agreement between the raters was assessed using
Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC) [23]. As a sample of
raters annotated each video ICC(2, k) is utilized as concrete reliability measure. Table 1 summarizes the annotated variables
and their (ICC(2, k) values taken from [13] ). We observe that
ICC(2, k) > 0.5 for all impressions, indicating moderate to
high agreement between the raters.
Transcripts

As our first step towards the analysis of linguistic content, we
manually transcribed all the interviews in the data corpus using
a pool of five master’s students in organizational psychology,
who were native French speakers and fluent in English. Each
question by the interviewer and answer by the applicant was
transcribed, but only the applicant answers were utilized for
linguistic analysis. The average number of transcribed words
for an interview (applicant answers only) was 813, with a

Figure 1: A snapshot of the job interview setup with the
applicant on the left and the interviewer on the right.

Nonverbal Cues

We extracted various nonverbal cues from both visual and
audio modality for behavioral representation of the dyadic interaction. These nonverbal cues include prosodic cues (pitch,
energy, voice loudness modulation, spectral entropy), speaking activity features (speaking time, speaking turns, pauses,
short utterances), visual motion (WMEI [2]) and head nods.
A detailed description of the extracted features can be found
in [13]. The choice of nonverbal cues extracted was based literature in social psychology [7, 10] and social computing [16,
17]. The nonverbal cues were extracted for the full interview
and for both applicant and interviewer.
PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS OF SKILLS

As shown in [13], the manually annotated impression variables are correlated. Pairwise Pearson correlations was found
to be in the range r ∈ [0.60, 0.96] (median= 0.81). This suggests that a lower dimensionality representation of impressions
could be found through principal component analysis (PCA)
of the annotated variables. As a first step towards PCA, the
annotated values were first pre-processed so that each variable
had zero mean and unity variance. Then, PCA was conducted
on the skill variables using the inbuilt prcomp function in R.
The first three principal components (PC) are visualized in Figure 2, which displays the original variables projected onto the
coordinate system. We observe that these three PCs account
for 94.3% of the variance. Further, we observe that the first
component, accounting for 82.6% of the variance, essentially
corresponds to overall positive and negative impressions. Note

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Clustering of perceived skills after principal component analysis (PCA). The first three principal components,
accounting for 94.3% of the variance, are displayed here by projecting the original axes onto the PCA space (N = 169).
that all the variables in Table 1 are positively phrased. We
also observe that Communicative and Enthusiastic overlap,
and Hirability and Overall Impressions overlap. The second
principal component, accounting for 6.1% of the variance,
seemed to distinguish professional skills (Motivated, Competent) from communication (Communicative, Concise) and
social (Positive, Sociable) skills (Figure 2b). The third component accounted for 5.6% of the variance. We can thus see
that this lower dimensional representation of the impressions
is appealing. The projection onto the first PCs were used as
the labels in an inference task (Section 6.1).
CORRELATION ANALYSIS

As a first step in our analysis, pairwise correlation (using
Pearson’s correlation) between all the impression variables and
verbal cues was calculated. For this analysis, the mean rating
of all variables by the five raters and the features extracted
from LIWC were utilized. Table 2 shows that a few LIWC
features significantly correlate with overall impression scores.
We observe that there is a low correlation between verbal content and Overall Impression (ovImp). The use of personal
pronouns (pproun), 1st person singular (i, me), 3rd person
singular (she, him) are negatively correlated to overall impressions while use of 3rd person plural (they, their) are positively
correlated. These observations are somewhat in line with those
of reported by authors in [14]. Other weak effects observed
are that participants who used negation (negate), non fluency
(hmm, er) and asked questions (QMark) had lower overall
impression scores.
INFERENCE

The inference of impressions was defined as a regression task
and was evaluated using two machine learning methods, random forest (RF) and support vector machines (SVM). Towards

this, the CARET R package [12] was utilized. Hyper parameters (i.e., number of trees, cost, polynomial degree) were
automatically tuned by using an inner 10-fold cross-validation
(CV) on the training set. The final machine-inferred scores
was obtained by repeating the leave-one-video-out CV process
100 times.
SocVar
motiv
compe
hardw
socia
enthu
posit
commu
conci
persu
ovImp

Personal
Pronoun
-0.17∗
-0.15
-0.14
-0.12
-0.13
-0.14
-0.13
-0.22∗∗
-0.18∗
-0.18∗

1st pers
singular

3rd pers
singular

3rd pers
plural

Negation

Non
fluency

Question

-0.12
-0.10
-0.07
-0.12
-0.16∗
-0.13
-0.13
-0.16∗
-0.20∗
-0.17∗

-0.21∗∗
-0.25∗∗
-0.27∗∗

0.12
0.22∗∗
0.24∗∗
0.11
0.17∗
0.17∗
0.11
0.12
0.14
0.17∗

-0.10
-0.21∗∗
-0.11
-0.09
-0.13
-0.14
-0.13
-0.17∗
-0.16∗
-0.17∗

-0.15
-0.25∗∗
-0.17∗
-0.11
-0.12
-0.12
-0.08
-0.25∗∗
-0.20∗
-0.17∗

-0.09
-0.08
-0.08
-0.15
-0.17∗
-0.13
-0.18∗
-0.18∗
-0.19∗
-0.20∗∗

-0.14
-0.16∗
-0.19∗
-0.11
-0.15∗
-0.13
-0.17∗

Table 2: Correlation between linguistic cues and impressions (N = 169) ∗∗ p < 0.001;∗ p < 0.05. Others not significant.
The performance of automatic inference models was evaluated
by two metrics: the root-mean-square error (RMSE) and the
coefficient of determination (R2 ). Both metrics are widely
used measures. As the baseline regression model, the average
impression score was utilized as the predicted value. RMSE
is the difference between a model’s predicted values and the
values actually observed. The coefficient of determination
(R2 ) is based on the ratio between the mean squared errors of
the predicted values, obtained using a regression model and
the baseline-average model. Due to space constraints only the
best performing model (RF) is presented.
Table 3 shows the performance of the RF models for the inference of impressions. We observe that performance of verbal

Variables
motiv
compe
hardw
socia
enthu
posit
commu
conci
persu
ovImp

Baseline

Nonverbal

R2

R2

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.26
0.21
0.21
0.27
0.33
0.35
0.26
0.21
0.33
0.32

RMSE
0.46
0.36
0.41
0.45
0.70
0.55
0.52
0.52
0.67
0.82

Verbal
R2
0.13
0.17
0.16
0.03
0.04
0.06
0.04
0.09
0.08
0.11

RMSE
0.54
0.37
0.43
0.59
0.98
0.80
0.67
0.59
0.92
1.07

Nonverbal +
Verbal
R2
RMSE
0.27 0.46
0.26 0.33
0.26 0.38
0.22 0.48
0.32 0.69
0.33 0.57
0.26 0.52
0.26 0.48
0.32 0.67
0.34 0.79

Table 3: Regression results (N = 169) for verbal, nonverbal
and combining both cues using RF (p < 0.05 for all).
cues in inference of social variables is low (R2 ∈ [0.03, 0.17]),
with the best performance achieved for Competent (compe).
This results are slightly better then the values reported in [15],
and are similar to those reported in other settings like inference
of leadership [22], mood [21] and personality [3]. In the job
interview setting, the work in [4] used a corpus consisting of 36
participants, extracted verbal cues used LIWC and a Doc2Vec
method. Using Pearson’s correlation r as their evaluation
measure, they reported r = 0.39 with Ridge regression. For
comparison, converting r to R2 (by computing the square of
correlation coefficient r) indicates R2 = 0.15 which is higher
than our results.
In comparison, the model trained on nonverbal cues performs
better (R2 ∈ [0.21, 0.35]) for the same dataset. Combining
the nonverbal and verbal cues leads to an marginal increase
in performance of inference for some social variables like
Overall Impression (R2 = 0.34), Concise (R2 = 0.26) and all
the professional skills (R2 ∈ [0.26, 0.27]) indicating that verbal components adds some information. The work in [14]
investigated words used and nonverbal behavior displayed in
a job interview setup using college students. They examined a
different set of social variables and used correlation coefficient
r as their evaluation measure. They too used LIWC for extracting lexical features but then applied LDA to learn common
topics in the data corpus. By combining lexical and nonverbal
features, the authors reported a prediction accuracy of r = 0.70
for Overall Performance, which indicates a R2 = 0.49 compared to our R2 = 0.34. This dataset is not publicly available
(to the best of our knowledge) and thus, there is no direct way
to assess the performance difference.
To understand the contributions of each of the feature sets, we
determine the top 20 features used by RF model, presented in
Table 4. We observe that while most of the features are nonverbal cues (Speaking Energy, Turn Duration, Silence Events
etc), some verbal cues like Question, Word Count, Proper pronouns also contribute to the inference of Overall Impression,
indicating that verbal cues add albeit marginally to improved
inference.
Inference of Principal Components

We define a second regression task with the aim of predicting
the first three PCs which account for 94.3% of the variance
in the annotation data. The best inference performance was
achieved by using RF (Table 5). We observe that predicting the

Applicant Features
Speaking Energy
Energy Derivative Lower Quartile
Avg Speaking Energy
Avg Speaking Turn Duration
Silence Ratio
Number of Silence Events
Max Silence Duration
Number of Speaking Turns
Number of Head Nods
Max Speaking Energy

Max Energy Derivative
Min Energy Derivative
Speaking Energy Lower Quartile
Speaking Energy Upper Quartile
Energy Derivative Upper Quartile
Max Turn Duration
Questions
Word Count
3rd Person Singular
Proper Pronouns

Table 4: List of top 20 features from RF regression model
(N = 169) for Overall Impression (left:1−10; right:11−20)
first PC using nonverbal cues achieves R2 = 0.41 which is better than the performance for all the individual social variables.
Essentially, this predicts positive or negative impression.
Cues

PC1

PC2

PC3

Nonverbal
Verbal
Nonverbal + Verbal

0.41
0.12
0.34

0.04
0.02
0.02

0.01
0.02
0.02

Table 5: Inference of PC using RF and verbal, nonverbal
and combining both cues as predictors with p < 0.05.
Similarly, using verbal components we can infer only up to
0.12. This suggests that use of PCs removes some of the
noise in the annotations data leading to slightly improved
inference. We also observe that the second and third PC are
not recognizable, likely due to the little variance (6.1% and
5.6% respectively) they account for.
CONCLUSION

This work studied the possible links between linguistic style
and impressions in the context of employment interviews for
hospitality students. Towards this, we utilized a data corpus
consisting of 169 interviews. To understand the connection between linguistic content and impressions, the interactions were
first manually transcribed. Then, verbal cues were extracted using LIWC, which links linguistic and paralinguistic categories
to psychological constructs. A correlation analysis between
use of words and impression scores provided interesting insights into the weak effect of linguistic content on impressions,
a result in line with some existing literature. An inference of
impressions scores defined as a regression task showed that
verbal features had low performance as compared to nonverbal
cues, indicating the importance of the latter in a structured job
interview context. We then assessed the underlying structure
of the annotations using principal component analysis. The
first PC accounted for more that 82% of the variance and was
found to distinguish the overall impression. Using this PC as
labels in a regression task showed performance of R2 = 0.41.
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